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ABSTRACT

Standard machine learning techniques typically require ample train-

ing data in the form of labeled instances. In many situations it may

be too tedious or costly to obtain sufficient labeled data for ade-

quate classifier performance. However, in text classification, hu-

mans can easily guess the relevance of features, that is, words that

are indicative of a topic, thereby enabling the classifier to focus its

feature weights more appropriately in the absence of sufficient la-

beled data. We will describe an algorithm for tandem learning that

begins with a couple of labeled instances, and then at each iteration

recommends features and instances for a human to label. Tandem

learning using an “oracle” results in much better performance than

learning on only features or only instances. We find that humans

can emulate the oracle to an extent that results in performance (ac-

curacy) comparable to that of the oracle. Our unique experimental

design helps factor out system error from human error, leading to a

better understanding of when and why interactive feature selection

works.

1. INTRODUCTION
Supervised learning methods like Support Vector Machines that

are popularly used in text classification rely on the presence of a

large amount of training data that is often procured by having hu-

mans (either paid or voluntary) label examples with categories of

interest. Companies like Yahoo! employ paid editors to label data

and decreasing the amount of labeled data helps to reduce anno-

tation costs. On the other hand, for applications like personalized

news or email filtering where a user may be willing to label some

data (as little as possible), an algorithm that effectively that requires

a user to label as little data as possible serves to decrease the te-

diousness of the process, thereby increasing user satisfaction.

Text classification is a domain in which many irrelevant and re-

dundant features abound and sufficient training data is typically

required for a classifier to automatically discern the relevant fea-

tures from the irrelevant ones. In text classification humans can

often easily point out relevant features which can help bootstrap
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the classifier, especially when the number of training examples is

few. For example, in classifying documents that are on the topic of

Hurricane Mitch from those that are not, a human can easily point

out that the words hurricane, Mitch and Nicaragua are on topic.

A recent paper by Raghavan et al. [10] motivates the usefulness

of interactive feature selection for text classification and particu-

larly for active learning when the number of labeled examples are

few. Intuitively, human feature selection helps focus the classifier

on the more important features, something automatic feature selec-

tion techniques cannot do in the absence of sufficient labeled data.

In our proposed tandem learning algorithm, a human is asked to

label a set of instances and a set of system chosen features, with

the objective of learning a classifier with less labeling effort for the

human. In Section 3 we will describe an algorithm for tandem

learning that begins with a couple of labeled instances, and then

at each iteration recommends features and instances for a human

to label. The algorithm contains methods to incorporate feature

feedback into Support Vector Machines.

Aside from a new interactive learning algorithm, an important

aspect of this paper is in its experimental design. We use an “or-

acle” constructed from ample labeled data to explore the benefits

of feature selection. The feature oracle is designed to validate the

effectiveness of the algorithm. We then compare the oracle perfor-

mance with true human performance. We prescribe such an oracle

approach for any work that involves a human-in-the-loop since it

helps separate algorithmic error from human error. We recommend

that the experimental design should be able to factor out the an-

swers to the following questions: what must the learner (algorithm)

ask the human in order to maximize the information gained by the

answer? can the learner assimilate the information if the human

provided the correct answer? can the human answer the question

correctly? what happens if the human answers wrongly? and how

must the question be posed to the human in order to obtain the cor-

rect answer?

The chief contributions of this work are: (1) An interactive text

classification algorithm that recommends terms and documents for

a human to label with the aim of decreasing the amount of labeled

data required to train a classifier. The proposed algorithm improves

the classification performance by 10% (absolute difference, 88%

relative difference) over traditional active learning. (2) A prelimi-

nary user study that validates users’ abilities to label the necessary

features. Users overlap significantly with the oracle (over 60%) re-

sulting in performance on par with that of the oracle. We provide

examples of the kinds of features that users can and cannot label

leading to ideas for a more exhaustive user study to be conducted

in the future. We now move on to review related work in machine



learning and interactive information retrieval.

2. RELATED WORK
Sebastiani’s survey paper [21] provides an overview of tech-

niques in text categorization, a research problem that sits in the

joint space of machine learning and information retrieval. In this

section we compare our work with past work and their advantages

and disadvantages, stating how our work either compares with, or

overcomes the deficiencies of past methods.

Our proposed method is an instance of query-based learning [2]

and an extension of standard (“pool-based”) active learning which

focuses on selective sampling of instances from a pool of unla-

beled data [6]. To the best of our knowledge, all prior work on

query learning and active learning focused on variants of member-

ship queries, that is, requesting the label of an instance. Some re-

cent works have considered using user prior knowledge to bootstrap

learning but they typically assume that prior knowledge is given at

the outset [25, 19, 8]. The proposed techniques typically involve

“soft labeling” instances containing the user labeled features by as-

signing them to categories associated with those of the features.

We expect that our proposed interactive mode has an advantage

over requesting prior knowledge from the outset, as it may be eas-

ier for the user to identify or recall relevant features while labeling

documents in the collection and being presented with candidate fea-

tures. Some recent work has proposed extending the query model

to include feature as well as document level feedback [10]. That

work largely demonstrated the need to consider such a dual mode

of feedback showing the benefits of such an approach. Their final

algorithm was preliminary. Their simple method of scaling the user

labeled features is one technique we explore in this paper. Our fi-

nal algorithm which uses scaling in combination with variants of

soft-labeling surpasses any of these individual techniques (scaling

or soft labeling).

User term feedback is common in information retrieval. A sig-

nificant aspect of this work as compared to other works in inter-

active information retrieval is in the experimental setup that sepa-

rates algorithmic error from human error. Most interactive IR ex-

periments have an implicit hypothesis that term feedback will be

useful and directly design user studies to measure if users can pro-

vide feedback without considering whether the algorithm is capa-

ble of incorporating feedback in an effective way. More recently

the works of Magennis and Rijsbergen [16] and Ruthven [18] try to

design experiments for term feedback in the ad-hoc retrieval task in

a manner similar to ours. Magennis and Rijsbergen had some defi-

ciencies in their approach, a fact that they acknowledge. Ruthven

improved on the experimental setup of Magennis and Rijsbergen

and found that term feedback using an oracle could give perfor-

mance improvements even over automatic query expansion. How-

ever, he found that users cannot mark the terms required by the

optimal query with reasonable precision. Oddly though, he did not

report the performance achieved by the user marked terms. In fact,

we find that even though users marked only a fraction of the terms

marked by the oracle, the performance improvements were on par

with the oracle. Besides, it is important to note that our work is in

the domain of classification while theirs was in ad-hoc IR.

3. THE TANDEM LEARNING ALGORITHM
In traditional active learning, the learner begins with a few ran-

domly sampled labeled instances. An initial classifier is learned

and then active learning begins. Active learning is an iterative,

human-in-the-loop learning paradigm in which, at each iteration,

the learner picks an instance, such that knowledge of the label of

that instance provides maximum benefit to the learner. A popular

active learning algorithm is “uncertainty sampling”, in which the

human is queried on an instance that the learner is most uncertain

about [14].

We extend the traditional active learning framework to engage

the human in providing feedback on features in addition to in-

stances. In the active learning literature the human is called a

teacher. We use the terms human, teacher and user interchangeably/

The outline of the algorithm is shown in Fig.1. The terminology is

very similar to the paper by Raghavan et al. [10]. Steps 1 to 3.c

are identical to standard active learning system where the learner

begins with a few randomly picked instances and then queries the

user on examples that it is most uncertain about. Xi and Yi, denote

an instance and its corresponding label. U denotes the “pool” of

unlabeled instances available to the learner to choose queries from.

M denotes the model. The suffix on M and U denote their values

when a given number of instances have ben labeled. We use a semi-

batch approach to active learning, where the teacher is queried on

I instances in each round of active learning rather than one. A

larger value of I implies a greater savings in time, at some cost to

effectiveness because the model M will not be updated after each

instance is selected, and the Instance Selection subroutine will not

be able to exploit the label of a previously labeled example Xt+i in

choosing the subsequent instance Xt+j (t ≤ i < j ≤ t + I).

The active learner presents a list P = {P1...Pf} of f features

for the teacher to judge (step 2.d) at each iteration. Pi denotes

the index of a feature (1 ≤ Pi ≤ N ). The teacher is asked to

chose one of the following options for each feature, the third choice

being the default : (1) Is the feature more likely to occur in relevant

documents? (2) Is the feature more likely to occur in non-relevant

documents? (3) Don’t know.

Let F = {F1, ..., Fk} ⊆ P denote the subset of features marked

with either choice (1) or (2) by the user. The simplest implemen-

tation of such a system can consist of one where F is the union of

all features in documents in a batch. This idea can be implemented

as an interface where the user is asked to highlight relevant words,

phrases or passages while reading the document in order to label the

document (Step 2b), akin to the system in the paper by Croft and

Das [7]. We prefer to have the set P to be an ordered one, where

feedback on P1 is more valuable for the learner than feedback on

P2 and so on. The algorithm is called tandem learning since the

classifier M is learned on features and documents simultaneously.

4. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
The basic framework for our algorithm is Support Vector Ma-

chines [20] since linear SVMs have been shown to be effective for

text classification [15] and active learning using SVMs has also

been shown to be effective for text [23]. SVMs are linear binary

classifiers that maximize the margin of separation between the two

classes. Given a training set composed of t examples and the as-

sociated class information for each example, the objective is to ob-

tain a hyperplane that best separates the data. More formally, the

training set T consists of t example and class-label pairs (T =
{(X1, Y1)...(Xt, Yt)}). Each Xi is represented as a vector, {xi,1...
xi,N}, of N features. The classes belong to one of {+1,−1} (i.e.,

Yi ∈ ±1) with +1 denoting the label associated with an “on-topic”

document and −1 denoting an “off-topic” document. In text clas-

sification the vectors are typically L2 normalized.

A hyperplane is given by the pair (w, b), with w being the direc-

tion vector of the hyperplane and b the bias. If the data is linearly

separable then we can find a pair (w, b) such that:

Yi(w · Xi + b) ≥ 1 ∀i = 1...t (1)

Soft Margin Classifier: In reality all constraints in Equation 1

will not be satisfiable. To account for the violation of constraints, a



Tandem Learning

Input: T (Total number of feedback iterations), U (Pool of

unlabeled instances), init size (number of random feedback

iterations), I (Number of instances labeled in each round)

Output: MT (Model)

t = 1; U0 = U ; M0 =NULL;

1. While t ≤ init size

a.〈Xt,Ut〉 = Instance Selection(M0, Ut−1, random)
b. Teacher assigns label Yt to Xt

c. t + +
2. Mt = train classifier({〈Xi, Yi〉|i = 1...t − 1}, M0)

3. While t ≤ T
a. 〈Xt, ...Xt+I−1,Ut+I−1〉=Instance Selection(Mt, Ut−1,
uncertain)
b. Teacher assigns label Yt...Yt+I−1 to Xt...Xt+I−1

c. Mt+I = train classifier({〈Xi, Yi〉|i = 1...t + I − 1}, Mt)

d. i. {P1, ..., Pf} = Feature Selection(Mt+I , Ut)

ii. Teacher selects F = {F1, .., Fk} ⊆ {P1, ..., Pf}
e. Mt+I=Incorporate Feature Feedback(Mt+I , {F1, ..., Fk})

Return MT .

Figure 1: An active learning system where feedback on features

is also requested.

set of t slack variables {ξi}
t
i=1, each corresponding to the classifi-

cation error for a training instance is introduced. The optimization

problem involves maximizing the margin and minimizing error.

min
w,b,Ξ

φ(w, Ξ) =
1

2
||w||2 + C

t
X

i=1

ξi

subject to Yi(w · Xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi (2)

ξi ≥ 0 (3)

The constant C is user specified and is often referred to as the

misclassification cost. A value of 10 is found to be effective for

text-classification problems [11]. Solving the above optimization

problem is equivalent to minimizing the Lagrangian:

L(w, b, Λ, Ξ, Γ) =
1

2
||w||2 −

t
X

i=1

λi[Yi(w · Xi + b) − 1]

+
t

X

i=1

γiξi + C(
t

X

i

ξi) (4)

The predicted class of an instance Xj is then given by Y ′
j =

sgn(
t

X

i

YiλiX
T
i xj + b). The λi values denote the extent of influ-

ence of a training instance and are constrained to lie between 0 and

C for the soft margin classifier. The λi values are non-zero only

for support vectors (training examples on the margin). For more

details on Support Vector Machines we refer the reader to external

references [20]. We can easily specify a different C for different

training examples, and in this way control the maximum influence

of a given training example. We will exploit this fact in the design

of our algorithm.

Uncertainty sampling [14] is a form of active learning in which

the example that the user (teacher) is queried on is the unlabeled

instance that the classifier is least confident about. When the clas-

sifier is an SVM, unlabeled instances closest to the margin are

chosen as queries [24]. This is one way of implementing the In-

stance Selection subroutine in Fig. 1. If an uncertain instance lies

exactly on the hyperplane it reduces the version space in exactly

half [24]. For many text classification problems uncertainty sam-

pling decreases the number of training examples over random sam-

pling [14].

5. ASKING FOR FEEDBACK ON FEATURES
We now describe our algorithm for implementing the Feature

Selection subroutine in Fig. 1. For a given tandem learning itera-

tion (outer loop in Fig. 1), the Feature Selection subroutine queries

the teacher iteratively presenting features of the set P , in batches.

The algorithm is outlined in Fig. 2.
Feature Selection

Input: Mt, Ut

1. S =Extract top features(Mt, p)

2. F = φ
3. While (S 6= φ) and (Bf ≥ 0)

a. top=pop(S)

b. {P1, ..., Pc}=compute co occuring(top,Ut)

c. Teacher selects {F1, ..., Fc′} ⊆ {P1, ..., Pc}
d. push(S ,F1, ...Fc′ )

e. F = F ∪ {F1, ..., Fc′}
f. Bf = Bf − c

4. Return F , Bf

Figure 2: An algorithm for Interactive Feature Selection

A budget counter Bf keeps track of the number of features (across

tandem learning iterations) that the user has been queried on. A

stack of features (S = s1, s2, ...., s|S|) to query the user on is main-

tained. The size of the stack S is dynamic as we will see. At each

iteration of tandem learning the stack is initialized with the p top

ranked features from the current model M, such that the highest

ranking feature is at the top of the stack (Step 1 in Fig. 2). The top-

most element of the stack (top = s1) is popped at each iteration and

the top c co-occuring features to s1 in the pool (Ut) are computed

(Step 3.b). These c features are shown to the user. If the user marks

a feature as relevant, it is pushed on top of the stack (Step 3.d). The

procedure continues until the stack is empty or the budget Bf is ex-

hausted. Typically Bf >> c and Bf >> p. A user may be shown

a minimum of 0 features in a given tandem learning iteration if the

budget (Bf ) is exhausted, and a maximum of Bf features (if we

keep finding features greedily). Thus f in the algorithm in Fig. 1

varies across tandem learning iterations. The algorithm is greedy

in spirit: when a relevant feature is found, we keep querying the

user on words that co-occur with it in the corpus, proceeding as

if engaging in a depth first search on a term co-occurence graph.

Our early experiments showed that there are benefits of such an ap-

proach, especially for the soft labeling method described in Section

6.3.

6. INCORPORATING FEATURE FEEDBACK

INTO SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINES
We now move on to describe three methods to incorporate fea-

ture feedback into SVMs (step 2.e in the algorithm in Fig. 1).

6.1 Scaling
Let F = F1...Fk be the set of features marked relevant by a user,

with each Fi representing an index to a feature (1 ≤ Fi ≤ N ). Let

Sc = c1...cN be a vector such that ci = a if i ∈ F and ci = b
otherwise. For each Xi in the labeled and unlabeled data sets, we

compute the dot product Sc · Xi. That is, we scale all the features

that the user indicated as relevant by a and the rest of the features

by b. The documents are re-normalized after scaling. Raghavan et

al. [10] use scaling in their interactive feature selection algorithm.

It is a simple and effective way of focusing the classifier on user

chosen features.



6.2 Feature Pseudo Documents
In this method we create N pseudo-documents, one correspond-

ing to each feature, adding N more N dimensional vectors

({〈Xj , Yj〉, M + 1 ≤ j ≤ M + N}) to our already existing pool

of M document vectors. Thus, a vector Xj corresponding to a

feature-id j−M will have a one in the position j−M and zero else-

where. In this case, the user must associate a class label for every

feature that she considers discriminatory. We can now include such

feature and feature-label pairs in training the SVM. This method

enables us to perform uncertainty sampling with the modified pool.

Initial experiments suggested that there must be a parameter to

control the extent of the influence of feature pseudo-documents on

the hyper-plane. We can do this in one of two ways. The first

method controls the influence of pseudo-document support vectors

that are correctly classified, and the second method controls the

extent of error tolerated for misclasified pseudo-document support

vectors.

u n i t s p h e r er a d i u s r s p h e r e
1 / | w |1 / r * | w | 1 / | w |

Figure 3: Feature pseudo documents and our modification of

the weighted margin classifier.

Method 1: For support vectors that are correctly classified, the

distance from the hyperplane is fixed at 1/||w||. This is forced by

imposing the constraints in Equation 1. There are benefits to being

able to control this distance for different training examples, letting

more reliable instances exert a greater force on the hyperplane We

let the feature pseudo documents reside on an r-radius hypersphere

instead of the unit hypersphere that the documents reside on. A

two-dimensional example is shown in Fig. 3. Let Xj be a feature

pseudo document on an r-radius hypersphere. The feature pseudo-

document Xj (∀ j = M + 1...M + N ) corresponding to a feature

j − M now needs to have a value r in position j − M and 0 else-

where. This support vector is forced to be at distance 1/||w|| from

the hyperplane. Projecting down to the unit hypershere (on which

the documents lie), the distance is 1/(r×||w||). Hence, the feature

pseudo-documents are forced to be at a distance of 1/(r × ||w||)
from the hyperplane on the unit hypersphere. Meanwhile the doc-

ument support vectors continue to lie at distance 1/||w|| from the

hyperplane on the unit hypersphere. If r ≤ 1 the feature pseudo

document support vectors exerts a greater influence on the margin

than the document support vectors. The implementation is very

simple and the same QP solver used for the soft margin SVM can

be used to find the solution.

The idea to use feature pseudo documents first appeared in a pa-

per by Godbole et al. [9]. Our implementation differs in that we in-

troduce parameters to influence the extent of control of the feature

pseudo-documents on the hyper-plane as compared to the extent

of influence of the training documents. The idea to weight differ-

ent instances differently appeared in a paper by Wu and Srihari but

their implementation changes the optimization problem while ours

is simpler [25]. Also note that Wu and Srihari did not use feature

pseudo-documents, rather used the instance weighting technique to

weight documents.

Method 2: The second method controls the extent of influence

of the misclassified support vectors. We can do this by controlling

the weight C for the feature pseudo documents by modifying the

optimization problem as follows:

min
w,b,Ξ

φ(w, Ξ) =
1

2
||w||2 + C

t
X

i=1

ξi +
C

|F|

t+|F|
X

i=t+1

ξi

subject to yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi , ξi ≥ 0 (5)

where |F| is the number of terms a user has marked, and also

equals the number of training pseudo-documents. The upper bound

on the λi values corresponding to the training pseudo-documents

(t < i ≤ t + |F|) is C/|F|. In this way, as more training pseudo

documents are available (probably due to the topic being very de-

scriptive), the influence of an individual pseudo-document vector

is decreased. Note that λi values for the training documents (1 ≤
i ≤ t) continue to remain bounded by C (where C ≥ C/|F|).

6.3 Pseudo Relevance Feedback
We now consider soft labeling the unlabeled examples in U and

using them in the training. The assumption here is that unlabeled

examples containing a term that the user has associated with a given

class are likely to belong to that class, thereby enabling us to assign

a “soft-label” to the document. The greater the number of terms that

the user has marked for a given class that appear in a document, the

greater the confidence in our soft-label. It is easy to see why this

method benefits from the labeling of redundant features.

Let F = F+ + F− where F+ and F− denote the set of terms

that the user has associated with the classes corresponding to the

labels +1 and −1 respectively. Let vi+ denote the similarity of an

unlabeled document Xi (Xi ∈ U) to F+. Similarly we can com-

pute v−
i . vi can denote any similarity metric of choice. Let g(vi)

be a monotonically increasing function with range (0, 1]. We now

modify the optimization problem to include unlabeled instances as

follows:

min
w,b,Ξ

φ(w, Ξ) =
1

2
||w||2 + C

t
X

i=1

ξi + C

t+|U|
X

i=t+1

g(v+

i )ξi

+C

t+|U|
X

i=1

g(v−
i )ξi

subject to yi(w · xi + b) ≥ 1 − ξi , ξi ≥ 0 (6)

This idea has been used successfully in the past [25]. Like in that

work, vi is simply set to be the cosine similarity and g(vi) = vi

since vi has the desired (0, 1] range.

7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We used a total of four corpora for our experiments. The Reuters-

21578 corpus [17], a standard benchmark for text categorization,

was used as the development data set. The remaining corpora formed

our test sets. The second corpus is the 20-Newsgroups dataset col-

lected by Lang[13] with about 20,000 documents which are post-

ings on 20 Usenet newsgroups. The third corpus is the TDT3 cor-

pus [1] that has documents in multiple languages from both broad-

cast and news-wire sources. Broadcast output is available as the

output of an automatic speech recognizer (ASR). Similarly for doc-

uments not originally in English the output of a machine transla-

tion (MT) is provided (target language English). A pool size of

1000 was used for all corpora except the RCV1 corpus where the



Category Terms that are Support Vectors

earn qtr, note

acquisitions qtr, ct, shr, ct net, mln mln, ct ct;

money-fx -

crude crude

trade japan

interest bank

wheat export, maize

corn -

money-supply bank, dlr

gold mine, gold mine

Table 1: Feature pseudo documents that are support vectors

(Reuters 21578).

pool consisted of the training documents in the Mod-Apte split[15]

(about 23K documents).

The (feature) oracle in our experiments has access to the labels

of all documents in the data-set and uses this information to return

a ranked list of features sorted in decreasing order of importance.

Information gain is a common measure for ranking features and

has been found to be quite effective [21, 4], and is easy and quick

to compute. In our oracle experiments we cut off the ranked list at

a threshold determined by the shape of the information gain curve

in the following way. We took the top 30 features computed by

information gain, and computed the average score. All features

with scores above the average were considered “relevant” by the

oracle. The oracle also associated a category label with a feature

by computing the probability of occurrence of a feature in each of

the two classes using all the labeled data. The feature was labeled

with the category with greater likelihood of containing the feature.

Since accuracy is inappropriate as a measure of effectiveness for

many of the data sets as the proportion of positives is very small, we

measured performance using the F1 score, the harmonic mean of

precision and recall. We measure performance of tandem learning

after 10 actively picked documents have been labeled since it has

been found that there is little use of feature labeling after this point

[10]. Note that a total of 12 documents would have been labeled at

this point including the 2 original (T = 12). We compare the per-

formance with traditional document only and term only methods.

We also resorted to asking the user for 2 documents for feedback at

each iteration (I = 2). Preliminary experiments revealed that there

was little negative impact to accuracy in this approach, with some

gain in efficiency.

We set the feature feedback quota, Bf , to a value of 100. It has

been estimated that a document takes 5 times more time to label

than a feature [10]. Their experiment was very conservative, more

of a worst case scenario, and in reality one expects feature label-

ing to be faster, depending on the interface in which it is shown to

a user. However, using this upper bound, labeling a 100 features

roughly equals the effort needed to label 20 documents. Hence

we also compare tandem learning performance at T = 12 and

Bf = 100 with the performance of traditional active learning after

32 documents that is, when T = 32 and Bf = 0, since labeling 12

documents +100 terms � 12 documents + 20 documents.

In the next section we use an oracle to determine which of the

three feature incorporation methods is better. We find a combined

approach to be best, which is what we use for the final implemen-

tation.

8. CHOICE OF METHODS
For instance selection we experimented with using 2 uncertain

or 2 top ranking documents for feedback. We found that for the

tandem learning algorithm a mixture of top ranking and uncertain

System Macro-F1

Baselines
topdocs + uncertain 0.420

active 0.516

Tandem learning: feature incorporation

techniques (combinations)

I: Scaling II: Features as III: Pseudo-Rel.

Pseudo-Docs Feedback

X X X 0.651

X 0.553

X 0.433

X 0.592

X X 0.577

X X 0.597

X X 0.638

Table 2: Ablation experiments to determine which method of

feature feedback is most effective. The figures in bold indicate a

significant improvement in performance over the best baseline

(0.516). Numbers in italics indicate a significant decrease in

performance over the baseline. In all cases T = 12.

documents was best. Performance of tandem learning is compared

to baseline systems that use both, only actively sampled documents

and a mixture of active and top ranking documents for feedback.

Initial experiments showed that using only top ranking documents

for feedback performed very poorly for classification.

We conducted experiments by simulation using the oracle. Every

time a feature was presented to the user for feedback, we labeled it

based on the oracle’s judgment of the feature. Results of these up-

per bound experiments are shown in Table 2. Rows two and three

give the performance of the two baselines. Uncertainty sampling

is clearly better than using a mixture of top ranking and uncertain

documents. We tuned our parameters on a handful of topics in

the Reuters 21578 corpus for a system that uses all three modes

of feedback together. The results of that experiment are tabulated

in row 5. There is a 27% improvement in performance. We then

conducted ablation experiments to study the benefit of each feature

incorporation method separately (rows 6, 7 and 8) and various com-

binations of them (rows 9, 10 and 11). Pseudo relevance feedback

(Method III) is the best performing method, and by itself gives a

significant 1 improvement in performance. Scaling (Method I) on

its own, also improves performance, but Method II only slightly im-

proves performance. Method II in conjunction with each of Method

I and Method III improves performance (although almost negligi-

bly) over each of these methods individually. A combination of

Methods I and III is significantly much better than the baseline, and

when Method II is combined with them there is a tiny improvement

over that combination. The result of using only active documents

for feedback in combination with all 3 feature incorporation tech-

niques is 0.661 (almost identical to the 0.651 value obtained using

a mixture of uncertain and top ranking documents). Hence in our

final implementation we use a joint approach with all three methods

with a combination of active learning and topdocs. Table 1 shows

example pseudo documents that are support vectors in the final sys-

tem. The experimental setup for our final implementation that uses

all three methods is described next.

The parameters p, c, a, b and r were set to values of 25, 10, 10,

1 and 10 respectively. The average performance for each topic was

computed using 10 different random initializations of the initial 2

documents. We also took care that if the system had already queried

the user (or oracle) for a feature in a given iteration, that feature was

1All significance tests in this paper are paired two-tailed t-tests at
the 0.05 level of confidence.



not asked about in subsequent iterations.

9. RESULTS WITH AN ORACLE
Results on all corpora are tabulated in Table 3. We compare

our results with many baselines. The “only documents” meth-

ods in rows 2, 3, 4 and 5 do not use user feature feedback at all.

The second row shows the results of querying the user on one top

ranked document, and one uncertain document in each round of

active learning (init size = 2, T = 12, I = 2). The setup for

the third row is identical to the second, except that T = 32. The

fourth and fifth rows show the results when both documents that

the user is asked for feedback on are uncertain ones, for the cases

when T = 12 and T = 32. For most corpora it seems that pure

uncertainty sampling is better than a combination of uncertainty

sampling and topdocs when T = 12 (compare rows 2 and 4) and

even when T = 32 (rows 3 and 5).

The sixth row shows the results of using the terms marked rele-

vant by the oracle, and no document feedback. For that experiment,

we took all terms in this set and issued them as a query to the pool

U . A TF-IDF model was used, and the documents were ranked by

similarity to the set of oracle marked terms. The top 10 documents

were treated as positive documents and the bottom 10 as negative.

The seventh row corresponds to the case when the initial classi-

fier is learned as before (init size = 2) and subsequently during

active learning, the human is queried on only features. The eighth

row is the result of using the full tandem learning system. Given

that with 2 labeled documents the performance of the classifier is

0.179, 0.154, 0.053 and 0.078 respectively for each of the four cor-

pora, we observe that we are able to recommend enough useful

features to improve over the initial classifier by 10% (absolute dif-

ference between row 8 and row 5 of the performance of the 20NG,

TDT3 and RCV1 corpora).

Comparing the results of tandem learning (eighth row) to meth-

ods that use only documents for feedback (rows two through five)

we see that for all corpora, feature feedback significantly outper-

forms a system that uses only 12 documents for training. Tandem

learning is also better than using 32 documents for feedback for

three of four corpora. Remember 32 documents is a loose upper

bound on the effort required to label a 100 features. For the RCV1

corpus, labeling 32 documents results in better performance than

tandem learning. However, the improvement in performance of

tandem learning for RCV1 over the case when T = 12, Bf = 0
(row 3) is much more in magnitude than the loss in effectiveness

due to expending extra effort in feature feedback instead of doc-

ument feedback (compare row 8 and row 5 for RCV1), indicating

that the terms labeled are quite useful, and probably only a little less

useful than the documents. Note that these results depend on how

good the estimate of the oracle is. Many problems in RCV1 have

very few positive documents. It is possible that a better estimate of

the oracle, say by using domain knowledge will boost performance

at least up to that of the case when T = 32. 50% 25%, 86% and

98% of the topics in each of the four corpora are improved over

the baseline corresponding to row 4 of the table. The topics that

were improved for the Reuters and 20 Newsgroups corpora saw

substantial improvements while the topics that were hurt suffered

negligible change in performance.

Such a comparison, asking how much effort is expended on mark-

ing features and whether that effort is better spent in marking doc-

uments differentiates our work from all past work [25, 9, 8] in ma-

chine learning that uses user prior knowledge to boot-strap learn-

ing. From our observations, spending some effort to mark features

is almost never an effort wasted. Many times it boosts learning,

improving over a paradigm that just uses documents for feedback,

and does not hurt performance. Features are also not sufficient in

themselves (compare row 8 with rows 6 and 7).

All experiments with feature feedback imposed a quota of Bf =
100. The effect of different values of Bf is shown below:

Bf F1

Reuters 20 NG

0 0.420 0.081

10 0.519 0.158

20 0.584 0.214

40 0.634 0.282

80 0.631 0.361

100 0.651 0.354

Numbers in bold indicate statistically significant improvements in

performance over the previous row. It is well known that the cat-

egories in the Reuters corpus are defined by a small set of well

selected features, whereas 20 NG needs many more features [3]

which explains why 20NG needs a greater feedback quota.

10. A PRELIMINARY USER STUDY
We now ask whether humans can label features that benefit ac-

tive learning (i.e., the oracle marked features). We also question

whether this feedback is beneficial to active learning even if the

feature labels people provide are imperfect.

10.1 Experimental Setup
We obtain feedback on features offline, using a TREC “pooling-

like” approach and then use the judgments so obtained to measure

the effectiveness of user marked features on the tandem learning

system. We employed this methodology rather than one where an

actual user labels features and documents in tandem because our

approach is cheaper and allows us to run many repeated trials of our

experiments, also enabling us to do significance testing. We used

the LDC judgments on documents, and reserved our annotators ef-

forts only for feature judgments. The annotator did not have to

judge a given feature for a given problem more than once. We also

discarded features that were rarely asked by any algorithm, saving

annotator effort significantly. We could also repeat experiments as

simulations with our database of relevance judgments allowing us

to further develop algorithms for interactive feature selection, test-

ing them using this simulation-like approach.

We ran the system for 10 different choices of the initial positive

and negative documents (Step 1 in Fig. 1) for each topic in the

TDT3 corpus. Let us call each initialization for a given topic a

“run”. We concatenated all recommended terms (Step 3.a) keeping

track of how many times a term was recommended across different

runs. We discarded all terms that were recommended only once

across all runs for a topic. For each topic we then added the terms

determined relevant by the oracle into the pool giving us an average

of 130 terms per topic.

We had one paid annotator judge 60 topics in the TDT3 corpus.

She was not a computer scientist, rather a political science major,

computer literate and familiar with some basic statistics. She was

briefly explained the task in a 15 minute training session. She was

also given written instructions. She was given a brief description

with access (as a hyper-link) to a detailed topic description before

she began making terms. Both the brief and detailed topic descrip-

tions are provided by the LDC.

We sorted all terms alphabetically, and showed her each term

with 4 contexts in which it appears in the corpus. A small pane with

a reminder of the topic (the brief topic description) and a link to the

more detailed description was available to the user at all times. We

retrieved context for each feature by issuing that term as a one word

query using the Indri toolkit [22]. Context helps disambiguate a



Reuters 20 NG TDT3 RCV1 Feedback

o
n
ly

d
o
cu

m
en

ts

topdocs + uncertain
0.420 0.085 0.176 0.081 T = 12, Bf = 0
0.562 0.157 0.153 0.145 T = 32, Bf = 0

uncertain only
0.516 0.180 0.166 0.134 T = 12, Bf = 0
0.570 0.297 0.259 0.260 T = 32, Bf = 0

te
rm

s

w
/

d
o
cs only terms (apriori) 0.536 0.340 0.085 0.229 T = 0, Bf = 02

iterative terms 0.573 0.335 0.168 0.099 T = 2, Bf = 100
tandem learning 0.651 0.354 0.336 0.231 T = 12, Bf = 100

Table 3: Results of Tandem Learning with an Oracle. Numbers in bold indicate statistically significant difference in performance

over the case when T = 32 and Bf = 0 with active sampling (line 5). Tandem learning performs less than the T = 32, Bf = 0.

Tandem learning is always better than the “only document” methods when T = 12.

Ability to mark features Effectiveness

User Kappa P & R F1

3 class 2 class P+ P- R+ R-

User 2 Oracle User 2 Oracle 2 class 3 class

User 1 0.275 0.147 0.569 0.305 0.402 0 0.789 0.900 0.316 0.297

User 2 - 0.350 - 0.359 0.565 0.883 0.649 0.900 0.286 0.287

Table 4: Inter-annotator agreement and performance using the user labeled features. P+ and R+ denote the precision and recall of

the features the user labeled in the “relevant” class with respect to the features that the oracle ascribed to the “relevant class”. P- and

R- denote the corresponding numbers for the “non-relevant” class. Performance (F1) of tandem learning using user labeled features

is comparable to that of the oracle performance of 0.336, and is significantly better than the baseline of 0.176 (corresponding to row

2 of Table 3). The 0.316 performance obtained using User 1’s positively labeled features is statistically indistinguishable from the

performance of the oracle.

word and also provides a snapshot of the senses it appears in, in

the corpus. For example context is useful in helping a user deter-

mine the meaning of the feature ct as cents and not Connecticut

in Reuters documents. The term ct is a relevant feature for the

Reuters earnings category. Another example where context proves

to be particularly important is in having the human overcome the

effects of machine translation and ASR errors. The word “nobel”

is consistently mis-translated as “promises bell” in machine trans-

lation documents and hence the word bell turns out to be a useful

feature for the topic Nobel prizes awarded. A user might be able

to notice such an error and mark the word “bell” as associated with

the relevant documents.

Terms were shown one at a time and at each instance the user was

asked to mark one of the three choices in Section 3. We imagine

that in a more realistic implementation, terms will be shown as lists,

which is probably faster than having a user judge one feature at a

time. The term-at-a-time method is however, the best interface for a

controlled experiment to measure users’ abilities to mark features.

In fact in an earlier study we did not even show context and the user

was given a very brief topic description. One option for this study

was to show an initial screen with a list of features, and for each

feature a hyper-link to a context, in case a user needed clarification

about the meaning of a feature. We avoided this interface because

it is possible that a user might not click on a link because of a pre-

conceived notion of what the feature means. For example, a user

who assumed ct stood for Connecticut and never imagined it could

mean anything else (cents in our case) would not click on the link.

The author of this thesis also judged terms for all 60 topics. Al-

though one might think that the author would represent a biased

user, with domain knowledge of the corpus, the underlying algo-

rithm and so on, surprisingly it turns out that she and the paid an-

notator perform almost on par, especially in terms of the final ef-

fectiveness of the tandem learning algorithm as we will see next.

10.2 Results
We measure the extent to which our users tend to agree with

each other about the importance of features using the kappa statis-

tic [5], a measure that quantifies the agreement between annotators

that independently classify a set of entities (in our case the fea-

tures) into classes (relevant versus non-relevant/don’t know).Table

4 shows the kappa values for each of the two users for the 3-way

classification problem (columns 2 and 3). The agreement between

User 1 (the paid annotator) and the oracle is “poor”, but the agree-

ments between User 1 and User 2 (the author) and between User 2

and the oracle are “fair” (according to the interpretation of Kappa

by Landis and Koch[12]). Upon investigation we found that User

1 had a tendency to attribute many features to the “non-relevant”

category. User 2, on the other hand typically marked only “rele-

vant” features, leaving all others to the default “don’t know” cate-

gory. This tends to match with the oracle to quite an extent. The

oracle marked 12 features (on average over the 60 topics) as be-

longing to the “relevant” class and 0.013 features as belonging to

the “non-relevant”. If we collapse, the “non-relevant” and “don’t

know” categories into one, giving a 2-way classification problem

(columns 4 and 5), we see increased agreement between the two

users, reflecting an overall “moderate” (and bordering on “substan-

tial”) agreement.

We also report precision and recall of each of the users with re-

spect to the oracle in Table 4. As mentioned earlier, the oracle had

extracted about 12 terms on average per topic. Users tend to be

more verbose than the oracle, with User 1 judging 25 terms (aver-

age) in the “relevant class”, 29 terms in the “non-relevant” class,

and the remaining terms in the “don’t know” class. These numbers

are 15, and 0.33 respectively for User 2. Both users have very high

recall, but relatively lower numbers of precision. Remember that

the oracle is constructed from a feature selection algorithm, which

might suppress redundant features, whereas the users did not do

so. Ultimately it should be the recall with respect to the oracle that

matters for effectiveness. In fact it is indeed the case that perfor-

mance of the algorithm using user labeled features is almost on par

with that of the oracle (see last two columns of table 4).

11. CONCLUSIONS
In summary our conclusions are: 1. That there exist a set of



features, for which if the learner is provided relevance information,

the speed of active learning can be significantly improved. 2. That

the learner can pick these features to ask the teacher for feedback

on, in a tandem learning like framework. 3. And that these features

can be marked by humans fairly easily.

12. FUTURE WORK
We use the following topic to illustrate ideas for future work:

WHAT: Nobel Prizes are awarded

WHERE: Stockholm, Sweden; Oslo, Norway

WHEN: Early through mid-October, 1998

Topic Explication: The Nobel Prizes, established in 1901, are pre-

sented annually in Stockholm by the Nobel Foundation in the fields

of Physics, Chemistry, Physiology/Medicine, Literature and Eco-

nomics. The Foundation also awards the Nobel Peace Prize in

Oslo, Norway. The prestigious awards include large cash prizes.

On topic: Stories about presentation of the awards; the awards

banquet; reaction to this year’s awards; interviews with the laure-

ates about their recognition.

The terms marked by the oracle and the users are given below.

Terms in lowercase are those that User 1 marked. Of those terms

that User 1 marked, the ones in italics are ones that User 2 also

marked. The oracle terms are underlined. Terms that only User 2

marked are capitalized. The symbols + and - indicate the classes

(relevant and non-relevant) assigned to the terms:

oracle terms + nobel pries sweden award famine

physics saramago trimble

user terms + ANNOUNCE author award BELL chemistry

COMMITTEE DOLLAR electron FIELD

honor literature medicine nobel peace

physics prestigious research saramago

SCIENCE sweden technology trimble univers-

-ity win write stockholm oslo norway laureate

- abdul africa america britain china dlr don

famine fore france germany gnus govern holed

interior iraq ireland israel kill meat minister

palestinian play president pries quarter

republican unite usa weigh whirled york
The precision, recall and the effectiveness of the users for the above

topic are given below. The ultimate performance achieved by the

users, is comparable to the oracle performance of 0.361.

U1 U2

User P+ 0.260 0.285

agreement P- 0.000 1.000

R+ 0.750 0.500

R- 1.000 1.000

Effectiveness + 0.355 0.370

F1 (baseline=0.217) + & - 0.276 0.370

Our algorithmic methodology allows us to clearly separate what

the system needs to know and can achieve in the limit, and what

users are able to provide. We know that in this case the system can

achieve up to an F1 of 0.361. The error beyond that is “system er-

ror”. Then those researchers with an engineering focus should aim

to better this upper bound performance. And those with an HCI fo-

cus should aim at designing interfaces that enable users to achieve

the same recall as the oracle. For example, an interesting question

in the above example is why the users did not mark a word like

famine3. Was it missed because it was shown without the context

of the nobel prize? By asking questions such as these we can aim to

design interfaces to improve users recall with respect to the oracle.

We leave answering questions such as these for future work.

3Amartya Sen was one of the recipients of the award that year for
his work on social choice theory and famine.
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